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What’s In A Name? Legends Behind Saratoga’s Top Stakes
By Natalie Voss
The Alabama, the Spinaway, the Travers, the Sword Dancer; the names of
Saratoga’s stakes races are as familiar a summer recitation as the words
to “Take Me Out To The Ball Game.”
But how many of us know whether the
names of our summer classics come
from those of a horse or a human,
let alone why that individual merited
their own race? Why does a New
York racetrack hold a race name for a
state 1,100 miles away? (And why, for
that matter, is the Oklahoma training
track “the Oklahoma”?)

Upon retirement, the diminutive
chestnut became the sire of Damascus and Lady Pitt in the United States
before being shipped to France in the
final years of his stud career.

Oklahoma Training Track

The Alabama Stakes, Aug. 18: This
race for 3-year-old fillies is indeed
named for the southern state, but it’s in honor of Mobile
native William Cottrell (or Cottrill – historical news accounts
vary in spelling), who was too modest to have a race take his
own name. Cottrell was a Confederate captain in the Civil
War and a Thoroughbred breeder who stood the stallion
Daniel Boone at Magnolia Stud, which Cottrell owned in partnership with James W. Guest. He also owned (in partnership
or in whole) interests in five Kentucky Derby runners, including 1880 runner-up Kimball and 1884 winner Buchannan.

Travers, Aug. 25: First held in 1864,
the Travers Stakes is named for
William Travers, co-founder of the
racetrack. Travers was a successful stock broker and well-known New
York socialite who had been a fan
of outdoor sport before becoming
involved in racing. Travers was one of
the first members of The Jockey Club
and co-owned the nationally-famous
runner Kentucky.
Continued on Page 5

Ballerina, Aug. 25: Although Saratoga Springs is the home to
the National Museum of Dance, the Ballerina was named for
Howell E. Jackson’s homebred mare Ballerina. The daughter of Rosemont won the first Maskette Stakes in 1954 at
Belmont Park. Ballerina’s seven career wins from 42 starts
came under trademark maroon silks which were first registered by the Jackson family in the 1820s, making them the
oldest in the country at the time of his death in 1973.
Jackson’s Bull Run Stud Farm campaigned stakes horses
Round Top, Music Man and Wanderer. Jackson was an
institution in Virginia racing, having served as president of the
Virginia Thoroughbred Association and Virginia Breeders’
Association.
Sword Dancer, Aug. 25: Why one of the summer’s top turf
contests is named after a horse who did his best work in dirt
classics is a bit of a head-scratcher. Hall of Famer Sword
Dancer was voted Champion 3-Year-Old and Horse of the
Year in 1959 after he won the Belmont Stakes, Metropolitan, and the Travers. As a 4-year-old he set track records
in the Suburban and Woodward. Trained by Elliott Burch for
owner/breeder Mrs. Isabel Dodge Sloane, Sword Dancer
beat the great Round Table in back-to-back editions of the
Woodward.

11 GSHs

this year, including
RANSOM THE MOON,
back-to-back winner of the
Bing Crosby S. (G1) at Del Mar.

The Breeders’ Farm

4 SELECT YEARLINGS

selling tonight at F-T SAR
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Stallion Spotlight
First Yearlings by Liam’s Map
By Joe Nevills
The Fasig-Tipton Saratoga Select
Yearling Sale is filled with offerings
whose female families could see a
healthy boost with an eye-grabbing
hammer price. Liam’s Map is the
unusual case of a stallion who could
help light the fuse on his page with a
memorable sale week in upstate New
York with his first crop of yearlings.

lings sold in 2017 and a six-figure average sale price.

The 7-year-old son of Unbridled’s
Song is out of the Grade 3-winning
Trippi mare Miss Macy Sue, also
the dam of Grade 3 winner Not This
Time, whose first foals are weanlings
Liam’s
of 2018. Some of Not This Time’s
foals will likely be striding through the
Humphrey S. Finney Pavilion next summer as the debut crop
by Liam’s Map establishes itself at the racetrack down the
road. With good fortune, the two newcomers will work toward building a stallion’s pedigree for each other in real time.
As the older brother, Liam’s Map will be at the forefront
of this development, and he’ll have plenty of opportunities
to prove himself in the commercial market at the Saratoga
sales. The resident of Lane’s End in Versailles, Ky., is tied
with American Pharoah for the most combined yearlings
cataloged in the select and New York-bred sales with 16.
The first weanlings by Liam’s Map were well-received by
buyers during last year’s mixed sales, with 12 changing
hands for a combined $1,710,000 and an average price
of $142,500. He finished the season as North America’s
third-leading first-crop stallion by average, trailing American
Pharoah and fellow Lane’s End resident Honor Code. In what
appears to be a deep crop of newcomers, Liam’s Map was
one of four stallions in his debut class to post both 10 wean-

In addition to being tasked with proving out his own page as a stallion’s
pedigree, Liam’s Map will be assigned to further establish the rapidly-growing stallion-making credentials
of the Grade 1 Breeders’ Cup Dirt
Mile, a race he won at Keeneland
in 2015 with a track record-setting
performance.
Liam’s Map’s first juveniles will hit the
track a year after Monomoy Girl flew
the flag for her sire, 2012 winner
Tapizar, on the way to the Kentucky
Oaks winner’s circle. Goldencents, a two-time Dirt Mile winner, was the leading freshman sire by runners, winners, and
earnings through the end of July.

Map

The Dirt Mile capped an on-track resume for Liam’s Map in
which he never finished worse than second in eight career
starts. Racing for the partnership of Teresa Viola Racing
Stables and West Point Thoroughbreds, under the watch of
trainer Todd Pletcher, Liam’s Map tested stakes company
for the first time in December of his 3-year-old campaign,
winning the Harlan’s Holiday Stakes at Gulfstream Park.
At 4, Liam’s Map quickly branched out in distance and class
to finish second in the Grade 1 Whitney Stakes, then go
wire-to-wire in the G1 Woodward Stakes, both at a mile and
an eighth at Saratoga. He then turned his focus to Keeneland for his career finale in the Dirt Mile.
Liam’s Map has 11 yearlings cataloged to the Saratoga Select sale and five entered in the New York-bred sale. PRS

OHIO THOROUGHBRED
BREEDERS & OWNERS
2018 MIXED SALE
ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY - AUGUST 14
FOR HORSES OF ALL AGES
NOT RESTRICTED TO OHIO-BREDS
For entries contact: Duaneswingleyauctioneers.com

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 7 - 1:30 P.M.
MAJESTIC FARM - BATAVIA, OHIO
www.otbo.com
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Honor Roll

Ryan Sets the Bar With Rushing Fall
By Chelsea Hackbarth
daughter of More Than Ready. Bred by Fred W. Hertrich
III and John D. Fielding, the filly reminded Ryan of another
More Than Ready filly, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf
winner More Than Real.
Rushing Fall’s catalog page was solid, with several
consistent runners and enough black type to command
serious attention in the ring. Her first dam, Autumnal
(Forestry), brought $550,000 as a yearling at the
Keeneland September sale from John Ferguson. She
may not have run to those expectations, but Autumnal
has now foaled five winners from five starters, including
a stakes winner and a graded stakes-placed runner, as
well as Rushing Fall.

Rushing Fall
Bloodstock agent Mike Ryan’s association with e Five
Racing Thoroughbreds’ Bob Edwards has proven especially fruitful over the last several years, particularly with
talented juveniles.
“I told Bob in the beginning that building a successful stable is a five-year process, and he listened to the plan I set
out for him,” said Ryan. “Well, the first year’s yearlings
included New Money Honey, and then the 2016 group
had both (2017 champion 2-year-old) Good Magic and
Rushing Fall, who might be the best filly I’ve ever bought.
So, the expectations are probably set pretty high now!”
That ringing endorsement of Rushing Fall is especially
poignant when looking back at the scope of Ryan’s
career, during which he has purchased fillies like 2000
Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies winner Caressing, the
future dam of champion West Coast, and more recently,
multiple Grade 1 winning millionaire New Money Honey.
Ryan first saw Rushing Fall at the 2016 Fasig-Tipton
Saratoga Select Yearling Sale, and immediately liked the
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In the ring, Rushing Fall commanded a final price of
$320,000, a bargain considering she has now earned
$843,000 in her five-race career. Rushing Fall followed
in the footsteps of her year-older stablemate, New
Money Honey, winning the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies
Turf in the Edwards’ green and purple colors. PRS
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ASK YOUR VETERINARIAN

PRESENTED BY

Swimming vs. Walking
By Dr. Kathleen Paasch
Veterinarians at Rood and Riddle Equine Hospital answer
your questions about sales and healthcare of Thoroughbred
auction yearlings, weanlings, 2-year-olds and breeding stock.

sity. Swimming does not offer the concussive loading
and unloading of bone that a yearlings need to develop
into racehorses.

Email us at info@paulickreport.com if you have a question
for a veterinarian.

There is no perfect exercise method. Perhaps the best
way to utilize walkers and swimming is as a supplemental exercise or a form of cross-training. Ideally,
yearlings would spend the better part of the day/night
turned out so that they could move at will, compete with
each other and develop into the athletes we want them
to be. That said, market pressures demand a certain
look and level of fitness that cannot be ignored by those
who bring yearlings to sale.

QUESTION: What are some advantages to prepping yearlings by swimming vs. walking?
DR. KATHLEEN PAASCH: Until about
20 years ago, most yearlings were
prepped for sale by hand walking. The
advantage of this method is that the
horse is moving naturally in a relatively straight line (i.e., no tight circles)
Dr. Paasch
at a slow, low-concussive speed over
natural footing. The disadvantages to hand-walking are
that it’s labor intensive and the fitness level of the horse
is limited by the fitness level of the groom and the number of hours in the day.
As market pressure to produce fitter and more muscled
sale yearlings has increased, both the mechanical walker
and swimming have become popular ways to prep yearlings for sale.

Dr. Kathleen Paasch is a shareholder in Rood and
Riddle Equine Hospital. She received her DVM from
Washington State University and completed Rood and
Riddle’s internship program the following year. Dr.
Paasch specializes in lameness, diagnostic imaging,
and acupuncture. PRS

Improve the life of your horse.

THIS IS A JOINT EFFORT.

Mechanical walkers are now common-place on commercial breeding farms. With an ever-shrinking labor pool
available to farms, a major benefit is that several horses
can be exercised at one time. Additionally, the speed at
which they exercise can be controlled so that programs
can be tailored to groups of horses.
However, it can be easy to over-use mechanical walkers
and repetitive trotting circles can stress tendons and
ligaments, especially in young horses. Strains can turn into
real problems if the footing on the walker is not diligently
maintained. Footing that is too soft, too deep or uneven
should be avoided. When yearlings were prepped by hand
walking, the incidence of soft tissue lameness (e.g., proximal suspensory desmitis) was very low but with the advent
of mechanical walkers we now see many more cases.
Access to equine swimming pools has also expanded
recently. Most horses take to swimming readily and
because the horse has to work harder to swim it is an
effective method for weight loss and developing muscle.
Despite the fact that a horse does not need to swim for
a lengthy period to reap the benefits, it remains pretty
labor intensive in that horses must be trailered to pools.
One should be cautious about relying solely on swimming
to prep yearlings, as it will build muscle but not bone den-

Cartilage & Joint Health
1.800.267.5707 v barnchats.com
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Along with John Hunter and George Osgood, Travers
owned Annieswood Stable in Westchester County, New
York, which campaigned Kentucky and Alarm, who was
widely regarded as one of the top sprinters in history.
Besides his involvement in racing, Travers was memorialized for his humor, which made him popular with one and
all and was not impacted by his persistent stutter. In a
syndicated obituary, several papers recounted one of his
many witticisms: Travers encountered an old friend from
Baltimore while on the streets of New York one afternoon.
“Why, Bill, you stutter worse now than when you were in
Baltimore,” the friend said.
“H-h-have to,” answered Mr. Travers. “B-b-bigger city.”
Woodward, Sept 1: Much of William Woodward Sr.’s
impact on racing focused on Maryland, where Woodward
kept his operation at Belair Stud. (Belair was the home of
the first English Thoroughbreds imported to America in
1747.) Woodward had a profound impact on Thoroughbred bloodlines in the States, joining Arthur Hancock to
import Sir Gallahad, who would ultimately sire Triple Crown
winner Gallant Fox (who later sired Triple Crown winner
Omaha). Woodward owned three other Belmont Stakes
winners, and bred a total of 101 stakes winners in his
career. He was chairman of The Jockey Club from 1930
to 1950, and was instrumental in starting what is now the
Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation.
The Woodward was originally run at Aqueduct in the
1950s, then at Belmont, and was moved to Saratoga in
2006.
Spinaway, Sept 1: Run continuously (though at various
distances) since 1881, the contest for juvenile fillies was
named for a daughter of Leamington out of Eclipse mare
Megara who won seven of her nine career starts. Most
of her success came as a juvenile, before a bruised foot
ended her career as a 3-year-old. She won the Jerome,
the Foam, Surf, Hopeful, and July Stakes. Spinaway
changed hands several times; she was owned by George
Lorrillard, Pierre Lorrillard, Milton Young (who bought her
for $3,250 in 1886) and E.C. Cowdin (who bought her for
$3,500 in 1896).
Upon retirement, Spinaway became a top broodmare,
eventually becoming second dam to 1905 Belmont
Stakes-winning filly Tanya. She is also found deep in the
pedigrees of Giant’s Causeway, Freud and Gleneagles.
And as for the Oklahoma…it appears there is no great
tribute. The publication All Over Albany reported in 2008
that in the days before the main racecourse was located
in its modern footprint, the track used to be in the training
area now known as Horse Haven across Union Avenue
from the main track. After the main facility was moved
across the street, the path from the barns at the Oklahoma to the main track became such a long one, someone
declared the training oval ‘might as well be in Oklahoma.’ PRS
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Five to Watch:

A Look at Some of the Sale’s Top Hips
By Joe Nevills
Hip 137 Bay filly by Tapit x Twirl, by Galileo: Tapit is
a firmly established commercial force, with an average yearling sale price of $286,775. Twirl is a Group
3-placed runner in England and Ireland by the global
powerhouse Galileo. The dam is a full sister to Irish G1
One Thousand Guineas winner Misty for Me, who is
herself the dam of English G1 winners U S Navy Flag and
Roly Poly (both by War Front) and G3 winner Cover Song
(by Fastnet Rock). Irish G2 winner Ballydoyle is also a full
sister to the dam.
Hip 204 Dark bay or brown filly by Medaglia d’Oro x
Dawn Raid, by Vindication: A half-sister to 2016 Preakness Stakes winner Exaggerator (by Curlin). Medaglia
d’Oro has continued to add to a strong resume of
daughters, including Horse of the Year Rachel Alexandra,
champion Songbird, and most recently dual Canadian
classic winner Wonder Gadot. The latter is also out of a
Vindication mare. Medaglia d’Oro’s average sale price
sits at an impressive $215,417. Stakes-placed Dawn
Raid, has had three winners from four runners, and she
is a half-sister to Canadian champion Embur’s Song.
Hip 222 Chestnut filly by Tapit x For Royalty, by Not
For Love: All four of For Royalty’s foals to race are black
type earners, headlined by G1 winner Constellation (by
Bellamy Road). Also included on that list are stakesplaced runners Upper Room (by Harlan’s Holiday), Queen
Mum (by Paynter), and Back Flip (by Super Saver). Grade
1 winners Spun Sugar and Daaher are in the extended
family. Not For Love is the broodmare sire of two-time
Horse of the Year California Chrome, G1 winner Starship
Truffles, and multiple graded stakes winner Eskenformoney.
Hip 225 Chestnut filly by American Pharoah x Funny
Feeling, by Distorted Humor: One of 15 yearlings in the
Fasig-Tipton Saratoga Select catalog from the hotlyanticipated first crop of Triple Crown winner American
Pharoah. The filly, named Feeling Funny, is a half-sister to
G3-placed Gato Del Oro (by Medaglia d’Oro). Dam Funny
Feeling is a full sister to G1 winner and sire Jimmy Creed,
and she is a half to multiple G1 winner Pussycat Doll. The
latter is herself a multiple stakes-producing mare.
Hip 239 Bay colt by Hard Spun x Helena Bay, by Johannesburg: Grade 1 winner Collected (by City Zip) is a
half-brother to this colt. Helena Bay, a British-bred, has
had two winners from three foals to race, also including three-time winner Zip It Up (by City Zip). European
champion and leading sire Blushing Groom and Japanese
champion Agnes Digital can be found further down the
page. PRS

THE ONLY HORSE TO

DEFEAT GUN RUNNER
IN A BREEDERS’ CUP RACE
Emphatic Winner of
2016 Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile-G1

Posting 107 Beyer
defeating GUN RUNNER, ACCELERATE,
DORTMUND, RUNHAPPY, etc.

G1 Winner Over

$1.8 MILLION

Four Graded Stakes Wins,
G1 & G2 Placed

1st Foals This Year

by Speightstown
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